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An expression for the longitudinal dielectric constant of a system of electrons is obtained in 
the hydrodynamic approximation in which the effect of spatial dispersion on electron-ion and 
electron-electron collisions is taken into account. It is shown that when spatial dispersion is 
taken into account electron-ion as well as electron-electron collisions become important and 
that in the presence of spatial dispersion collision damping causes a small shift in the char
acteristic frequencies of the electron oscillations. 

IN the present communication we consider the 
effect of electron-ion and electron-electron col
lisions on the excitation spectrum of a classical 
system of interacting electrons. If the effect of 
spatial dispersion on the process of pair collisions 
is neglected, then the inclusion of collisions pro
vides, as is known, a collision mechanism for the 
damping of longitudinal excitations in a system of 
interacting electrons. [1] In the region of small 
wave numbers collision damping may exceed the 
Landau damping [1] which is associated with the 
Cerenkov dissipation mechanism. For a more 
detailed analysis of the effect of collisions on the 
excitation spectrum of an electron system ( espe
cially for an evaluation of the effect of electron
electron collisions ) one must take into account 
the effect of spatial dispersion on the two par
ticle collision process. The relations that de
termine the dependence of collision damping and 
frequency shift on the wave number of the per
turbation in the long-wave spectral region are 
obtained below in the hydrodynamic approxima
tion. 

To describe the system of interacting electrons 
we use a kinetic equation with a longitudinal self
consistent field and the Landau form of the colli-
sion integral 

_!7L + v _!7L - _!____ E _!7L = ~ 
iJt iJr m iJv iJv<J. ' 

di v E = 4:n:e ( n,- ~ dvf) , (1) 

where ni is the mean ion density, and 

. -1 ~ d 'I<J./3 ( ') [ f~ at f a( J 1 =m v · v-v -----
" " m iJv 13 M iJv~ 

+ m-2 ~ dv' I~f (v- v') [f' ::13 - f' ::~] (2) 

is the collision flux due to electron scattering by 
ions and electrons. In Eq. (2) fi = ( M/27rT )312 x 
exp(- Mv2/2T ), M is the ion mass, and lei. lee 
are Landau collision kernels given explicitly in 
[1] and [2]. 

Linearization of Eq. (1) about a homogeneous 
Maxwell distribution for the electrons with a tern
perature equal to that of the ions allows one to 
show that in an ( w, k) -representation the per
turbed distribution f (v, r, t) - f0(v) satisfies the 
equation 

p ( ) __ (~J' 2 kiJfofiJv + . iJ (Bj,)!iJv<J. 
kw v - k (J) - kv nkw t (J) - kv ' 

F kw (v) = ~ ~ dt dre-iwt+ikr (f - f0). (3) 

Here w0 is the electron plasma frequency, f0 
= (m/27TT)312 exp(-mv2/2T) the unperturbed dis
tribution function, nkw = j dv Fkw(V) the density 
fluctuation, while the linearized collision flux is 

6j" = { D':/ a~13 +A~,+ D~f a~13 + A~e} F kw (v) 

-2 ~ d '/<J./3 ( ') [p' iJfo f iJF~w ] -m v ee v-v kooa-- o--, · 
v/3 iJvil 

(4) 

The Fokker-Planck diffusion and dynamic-friction 
coefficients are determined by the usual relations, 
and, on the basis of the results in [2] and [3], we 
find that the diffusion coefficients have the form 

D~,~ = ~ v,, (v) {[1- : ,:U2] v26"13- [1- 3: m:2 J v<J.v/3}, 

D~f = fv,, (v){[(1- :02) <D ( v V2;) 

+ ~ -v~: e-mv'/2T] v2/)<>J3 - [ ( 1 - 3 :02) <D ( V v·z; ) 
(5) 
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Here Vei• vee "' v-3 are the collision frequencies 
for momentum transfer, and <I> ( z ) the probability 
integral. 

We shall use the hydrodynamic approximation 
to find the longitudinal dielectric constant for a 
system of interacting electrons. In the hydrody
namic approximation the state of the system is 
determined by the first few moments of the dis
tribution function, which represent the density, 
mean velocity, stress tensor, and energy flux. The 
perturbed distribution function can be written in 
the form of an asymptotic expansion in terms of 
the above hydrodynamic variables: 

{ m " 1 II"~' T " F kw (v)- nkw + T ukw Vex + 2T [ kw - nkwUaiJl 

X [; Vo:VIl-ba(3] + ... }fo(v). (6) 

Here 

U~w = ~ dvvo:F kw (v), m! = m ~ dvvavil F kw (v). 

Expansion (6) together with Eq. (3) provides a 
system of hydrodynamic equations for the mo
ments of the distribution function nkw• u~w• 

rr~! •.... Calculations show that if only the first 

three terms are retained in expansion (6), then the 
system of equations for the moments will have the 
form 

[1 + P (w, k)l nkw + iS"' (w, k) uL 

- iKa 13 (w, k) lTI~!!JT- nkoAt>l = 0, 

PY(w, k) nkw + uL + iS~ (w, k) uL 

- iK~il (w, k) m~!IT - nkwbaill = 0, 

pP."(w, k) nkw + iS~" (w, k) u~"' + IIk';)m 

- iK~~ (w, k) lf1k!!JT - nkwl)aill = 0 

Here 

pP.' .. ·P.z ( k) = (.!!!_)l/2 ( ~)2 (' dv V ••• V k ofo(ov 
w, T \ k j p., P.z (w- kv) 

is the collisionless polarization tensor for the 
electron system while the quantities 

(7) 

(8) 

p.,···p.1 (m)l/2 M ( m)\ A~,(v) 
Sa (w, k) = T T 1 + M .)dvvp.1' ·Vp.1 w-kv fo, 

(9) 
V • • ·V 

Kp.,·· ·P.z ( k) - (.!!!...)1/2..!!!:.. {\ d p., P.z [2D"'f> 
o:(3 w, - T 2T j v w- kv "' 

are the moments of the Landau collision integral 
in which the effect of spatial dispersion of the 
medium on particle collision is taken into account. 
This last circumstance is due to the fact that Eq. 
(4) was used in deriving the hydrodynamic system 
of equations and it was solved for in terms of the 
sought distribution function. In other words, the 
moment with respect to the collision integral is 
obtained with the free electron propagator taken 
into account. 

Because of the homogeneity and isotropy of the 
. a _ a{3 _ -

mediUm ukw - kaukw• Tllkw - rrkwoa{3 + rrkwka X 

k[3 /k2, and the system (7) can be reduced to a sys
tem of equations for the sca~r hydrodynamic vari
ables nkw• Ukw. Ilkw• and Ilkw· A consequence 
of the first two equations in (7) is the obvious re-
lation wnkw = k2ukw· 

Let us consider the approximation in which one 
neglects the stress tensor in expansion (6). In this 
case system (7) yields the following for the longi
tudinal dielectric constant 

( k) = ( k) + . (1 + ~)~~~d v,,(v)(kv)fo(v) e w, eo w,. t M k• T v . - kv ' 
(!) (!) (11) 

where E0 ( w, k) is the collisionless dielectric con
stant. [1] We note that in this approximation the 
electron-electron collision integral vanishes. 

We now present the long-wave asymptotic form 
for the dielectric constant from Eq. (11), and for 
the stress tensor, which can be computed in the 
approximation under consideration. It is not dif
ficult to see that when k « k0 = w0 -./ m/T 

Re e (w, k) = Re e0(w, k) 

-. /'it( m) v,, (T) { m (w )2} - V 2 I + M -w-exp - 2T k ' 

Im e (w, k) = Im e0(w, k) 

+-. j'"i_ (I + ~) v,1 (T) [.:!. + ~ ~ (!!...)2] V 1t M w 3 5m w ' (12) 

Re fl'"~'(co, k) = Re n~~' (w, k) 

+ v~ ( 1 + Xt) v ei ~T) m (%)" 

X exp { ~ 2n;, (T )"} [ ba(3- 2 ll~:i>] nkw• 

Im nail (w, k) = lm TI~~' (w, k)- / 4n (I + Xt) v,, ::l 

'< {[i- + f ~(~)"]bail+ 2 [ + + f~ (~)"]\~il} Tnkw· 
(13) 

p., P.z at> "' il V • • ·V { + 2 ~ dv w _ kv 2Dee - Aeevil- AeeVo: 

_I. (aA~. aA~·)}t } 
m av + av 0 

I> oc 

In the above expressions rr~f3 ( w, k) is the colli
sionless stress tensor, [1] while Vei ( T) is deter

(10) mined by the relation Vei(v) = Vei(T)[T/mv2 ] 312• 
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In the approximation being examined the shift of 
the characteristic frequencies of the electron os
cillations vanishes exponentially for k < k0, where
as the collision damping effect may exceed Landau 
damping for sufficiently small wave numbers. 

Now let us consider the solution of (7). Our cal
culations show that the longitudinal dielectric con
stant has the form 

Here we have introduced the designations 

Let us take into account the fact that in the exam
ined hydrodynamic approximation the parameters 
Vei(T)Iw, Vee(T)Iw, and (klw).JTim are 
small. Then performing the corresponding expan
sions in Eq. (14) and retaining terms up to the 
second order in each of the above mentioned pa
rameters, we find that for miM "' 0, 

1 y-2 vei (T) 
lm E (w, k) = Im E0 (w, k) + -3 - --n: II) 

+-} Y~[1 + ~(~)·J~(~)'vei~~~ 
+~[1 + (~)2 ]!_(.!!_)2 v.,(T~, 

6fn w, m w, w . 
(15) 

1 8 <4 ((J)o)2]T 'k)2 (Vei ) 2 

Re E (w, k)- Re Eo (w, k) T EnlTIJ + (0 1 m'\w .ffi. 

+ ~[1 -l- 32(~)·]1_'_(.!!_)• ('v,, )• 
36n ' w m w , w , 

(16) 

In this manner we find that the expansion of the 
imaginary part of the dielectric constant arises 
from the odd powers of the small parameters 
Vei lw and Veelw, while the expansion of the 
real part contains the even powers of these pa
rameters. Expressions (15) and (16) for the 
dielectric constant show that when spatial dis
persion is taken into account not only electron
ion but electron-electron collisions are impor
tant. Further, we see that, when spatial disper
sion is taken into account, there arise in Eq. (16) 
for the real part of the dielectric constant terms 
that are quadratic in the parameters Vei I w and 
Vee I w. The latter determine the slight shift of 
the characteristic electron oscillation frequen
cies due to the presence of collision damping. 

In conclusion we wish to point out that the 
hydrodynamic approximation examined above 
is essentially the kind of generalization of the 
method of moments of the distribution function 
in which the moments with respect to the colli
sion integral take into account the effect of the 
free movement of the particles on the pair col
lision process. 
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